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Lattice QCD at finite baryon chemical potential has the infamous sign problem which hinders
Monte Carlo simulations. This can be remedied by a dual representation that makes the sign
problem mild. In the strong coupling limit, the dual formulation with staggered quarks is well
established. We have used this formulation to study the quark mass dependence of the baryon
mass and the nuclear transition. This allows us to quantify the nuclear interaction. We have also
compared our Monte Carlo results with mean field predictions.
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1. Introduction

It is known from experiments that at low temperatures, there is a phase transition between dilute
hadron gas and dense nuclear matter as the baryon chemical potential increases. This transition is
of first order and terminates at about )2 = 16 MeV in a critical end point. It is interesting to study
the dependence of the nuclear force and the phase transition on different parameters [1].

The nuclear force between baryons to form nuclear matter is due to the residual strong in-
teractions between quarks and gluons. Therefore, it should be accurately described by QCD [2].
However, at finite baryon density, lattice QCD has the infamous sign problem which does not allow
us to perform direct Monte Carlo simulations on the lattice. Various methods have been proposed
to overcome this, but work only for small lattice volumes and chemical potentials. An alternative
established method is to study lattice QCD using the strong coupling expansion.

We study lattice QCD in the strong coupling limit (infinite bare gauge coupling, V = 0) which
is far from the continuum limit. In this limit, the gauge integration is performed first, followed
by the Grassmann integration to get a dual formulation [3]. The sign problem is mild and can be
taken into account exactly rather than probabilistically in this formulation. The new dual degrees
of freedom are color-singlet mesons and baryons. Apart from this, chiral symmetry breaking and
confinement properties of QCD are still present in the strong coupling limit. The complete phase
diagram can be determined in this limit, making this an interesting effective theory.

Strong coupling lattice QCD does not have a well defined lattice spacing. Therefore, we need
to scale the observables with baryon mass to have dimensionless quantities that can be compared
with other theories. We will discuss the dependence of baryon mass on quark mass. The nuclear
transition and interaction using the dual formulation is also discussed. Another effective approach
is the Polyakov loop effective theory based on the hopping parameter expansion [4]. However, this
is limited to rather large quark masses. Therefore, to establish a region of overlap, we have chosen
to simulate the Dual formulation also at large quark masses. Lastly, we have also compared the
results with the mean field theory approach.

2. Dual formulation

In the strong coupling limit, there is no Wilson plaquette action (� since V=0. Hence, the
link integral of the QCD partition function factorizes and we can rewrite it as a product of one-link
integrals:

/ =

∫ ∏
G

©« djG dj̄Ge20<@ j̄GjG
∏̀̂ [

d* ˆ̀ (G)e
[ ˆ̀ (G)

(
j̄G* ˆ̀ (G)jG+ ˆ̀−j̄G+ ˆ̀*

†
ˆ̀ (G)jG

) ]ª®¬
=:

∫ ∏
G

©« djG djGe20<@ j̄GjG
∏̀̂

I(G, ˆ̀)ª®¬ (1)
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I(G, ˆ̀) is the one-link gauge integral of individual links. This one-link group integral can be
solved and rewritten in terms of new variables:

" (I) = j̄IjI and �(I) = 1
#!
Y81...8# jI,81 · · ·jI,8# (2)

These are the mesonic and baryonic color singlet states respectively. The solution of the
one-link integral has terms like (" (G)" (H)): (dimers), �̄(H)�(G) and �̄(G)�(H) (baryon links) in
term of the new variables. After the gauge integration, we can perform the remaining Grassmann
integral which gives us terms of the form (20<@" (G))=G (monomers).

The grassmann constraints needs to be satisfied at each lattice site to get non-zero results. This
leads to baryons forming only self avoiding loops (ℓ) and a constraint on the number of monomers,
dimers and baryon loops per site:

=G +
∑
± ˆ̀

(
:G ˆ̀ +

#2

2
|;G ˆ̀ |

)
= #2 (3)

The partition function in terms of the dual variables (=G ,:1,ℓ) for #2 = 3 can be written as

/ =
∑
{:,=,ℓ }

∏
1=(G, ˆ̀)

(3 − :1)!
3!:1!

W2:1 X0, ˆ̀
∏
G

3!
=G!

(
20<@

)=G∏
ℓ

F(ℓ) (4)

The term in red are contribution of the dimers, the term in blue are due to the monomers and
the term F(ℓ) is the contribution from the baryon loops given by

F(ℓ) = 1∏
G∈ℓ 3!

f(ℓ)W3#0̂ exp (3#CAℓ0C`) (5)

where f(;) is the sign of a configuration which can be explicitly calculated. The dual formu-
lation has a +1 or -1 sign, therefore sign reweighting techniques can be applied. The dual partition
function is simulated using the worm algorithm.

Observables in terms of the new degrees of freedom can be calculated and we are interested in
the energy density which is given by

04n =
b

W

mW

mb
〈2#�C + 3#�C〉 − 〈#" 〉 (6)

where #�C is the number of temporal dimers, #�C is the number of temporal baryon segments
and #" is the number of monomers in a configuration, W is the bare anisotropy and b = 0/0C is
the physical anisotropy. The relation between b and W was determined and it is seen that even for
isotropic lattices where W = 1, mW

mb
|W=1 is non-trivial and depends on the quark mass.

3. Baryon mass and nuclear interaction

A static baryon in the dual formulation is a closed baryon loop in the temporal direction as
shown in Fig. 1a. The loop is built of links �̄(G)�(H) which is a baryon hopping (annhilation of
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(a) With a static baryon (b) Without a static baryon

Figure 1: Configurations on a 1+1� lattice. The vertical direction is the temporal direction.

(a) Baryon mass at different quark masses (b) Contribution to baryon mass from monomers

(c) Contribution to baryon mass from dimers (d) Contribution to baryon mass from baryon loops

Figure 2: Results on 83 × 8 lattice at 0)=0.125

a baryon at site G and creation at site H). At low temperatures (0) = 1
#C
), the probability for this

hopping is proportional to 4−0<� where<� is the mass of the baryon. Therefore, for a static baryon
having #C links, the probability is proportional to 4−0<�#C = 4

−<�
) .

However, this probability can be expressed as 4 −Δ�) where Δ� is the difference in free energy
between a configuration having a static baryon world line (Fig. 1a) and a configuration without (Fig.
1b). Therefore, equating the two expressions for the probability, we get <� = Δ�. This has been
used to calculate the baryon mass before [5]. At low temperatures, the free energy (� = � − )() is
approximately equal to the energy. So baryon mass can be calculated by Δ� instead. We have used
a lattice of 83 × 8 at a temperature 0.125 to perform the simulations. Fig. 2a shows the baryon mass
at different quark masses. We find that the baryon mass increases as the quark mass increases.
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(a) Baryon density for 0<@ = 1.9 (b) Baryon susceptibility for 0<@ = 1.9

Figure 3: Left: Baryon density for 0<@ = 1.9. Right: Baryon susceptibility for 0<@ = 1.9. The peak of
baryon susceptibility does not change with varying lattice volumes implying a crossover.

Due to the dual formulation, we can also see the contributions of different degrees of freedom
on the baryon mass. Fig. 2b shows the contribution from monomers. We find that it increases
as the quark mass increases. Fig. 2c shows the contribution of dimers to the baryon mass. The
contribution is small compared to the contribution from monomers and baryon loops. Fig. 2d
shows the contribution of baryon loops to the quark mass.

The nuclear transition for low quark masses at intermediate temperatures is established at the
strong coupling limit [6]. We have extended the results to higher quark masses and lower tempera-
tures where the nuclear critical end point moves to large `�/) .

With the dual formulation, we can calculate the baryon density and the baryon susceptibility at
different baryon chemical potential for different quark masses. We know that for a first order transi-
tion, the baryon density shows a discontinuity. For larger quark masses at a fixed temperature, this
transition becomes continuous which is a crossover as seen in Fig. 3a, and the baryon susceptibility
has a peak which does not diverge (Fig. 3b). If the transition is a crossover then there is no well
defined value for `�2 , so we take the critical chemical potential to be the value at which the baryon
density is =� = 0.5. We also know that a first order transition scales with the spatial lattice volume
whereas a crossover transition does not. By performing simulations at lattice volumes of 43 × 8,
63 × 8 and 83 × 8 we aim to narrow down the critical end point for fixed temperature 0) = 0.125.
We find that the first order transition has a smaller gap beyond quark mass 0<@ = 1.5 and it has
vanished at 0<@ = 1.8. The best guess for the nuclear critical end point is 0<2@ = 1.7(1), see Fig. 4a.

We would like to mention that for higher quark masses, the autocorrelations between the con-
figurations is high which makes it challenging to perform the simulations. We have overcome this
by using static updates with weights from 1-dim QCD to equilibrate between the low density phase
dominated by monomers and the high density phase dominated by baryons.

The change in free energy to have a non-interacting baryon in a dilute bath of mesons is given
by its mass. This happens at the transition where we get a non-zero baryon density. Therefore,
the critical baryon chemical potential should be roughly the mass of the baryon. Due to nuclear
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(a) `�2 for different 0<@ (b) Nuclear interaction for different 0<@

Figure 4: Left: The critical baryon chemical potential for different quark masses. The blue line shows the
first order region and the red line shows the crossover region. The range for critical end point is marked in
black. Right: Nuclear interaction scaled with the baryon mass. It goes to zero as the quark mass increases.

interactions, it is seen that there is a difference between `�,2 and <� which we can quantify [7].

The difference between the critical baryon chemical potential and the baryon mass, scaled
with the baryon mass at different quark masses, is plotted in Fig. 4b. This quantifies the nuclear
interaction and we see that it decreases as the quark mass increases. It is expected that as the quark
mass tends to infinity, the nuclear interaction tends to zero which is consistent with our results.
Higher statistics are needed to get results with less error.

4. Comparision with mean field theory

We can compare the Monte Carlo results with the mean field approach of LQCD which is
based on a 1

3
expansion (3 is the spatial dimension) of the partition function followed by Hubbard-

Stratonovich transformation [8]. The free energy obtained after this procedure as a function of the
chiral condensate (f), temperature ()) and chemical potential (`�) is given by

�eff [f,), `B] =
#c3

4
f2 − ) log

{
2 cosh [`B/)] +

sinh [(#c + 1) �/)]
sinh[�/)]

}
� [<] = arcsinh


√
<2 +

(
3f

2

)2
+ <3f

 (7)

� [<] is the one-dimensional quark excitation energy which depends on the quark mass<. The
global minimum of the free energy with respect to the chiral condensate gives the chiral condensate
as a function of temperature, chemical potential and quark mass. At a given temperature and quark
mass, the chiral condensate can be plotted as a function of the chemical potential and the chemical
potential where there is a discontinuity in the chiral condensate indicates the critical chemical
potential.

Using this, we have plotted the phase diagram for different quark masses in Fig 5a. We have
plotted the critical baryon chemical potential obtained frommean field theory at 0)=0.125 in Fig. 5b
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(a) Phase diagram for different 0<@ (b) Baryon mass and `�2 for different 0<@

Figure 5: Left: The phase diagram obtained from mean field theory. The blue line shows the second order
transition at chiral limit. The dotted lines show the phase transition for different quark masses. The red
line shows the critical end point for different quark masses. Right: The baryon mass from dual formulation,
mean field theory and hopping parameter expansion with Wilson fermions is plotted. The critical chemical
potential from dual formulation, mean field theory and 1-dim QCD is also plotted.

(orange). We have also plotted the critical baryon chemical potential fromMonte Carlo simulations
at 0)=0.125 in Fig. 5b (green). We see that the mean field theory results and the dual formulation
results have a small discrepancy. The critical baryon chemical potential from 1-dim. QCD is also
plotted in Fig. 5b (black). This gives us a lower bound to both the baryon mass and the critical
baryon chemical potential. We see that the Monte Carlo results approach the 1-dim. QCD results
as the quark mass becomes large.

The baryon mass <� can also be computed with the mean field theory [9] from the equation:

sinh (0<�) =
1
2

(
< +

√
<2 + 1

)#
(23)# /2 (8)

This is plotted in Fig. 5b (red). This gives an upper bound to the baryon mass. The baryon mass
from the dual formulation is plotted in Fig. 5b (blue). We see that it lies within the upper and lower
bounds discussed.

For comparision, we have also plotted the baryon mass from hopping parameter expansion with
Wilson fermions [10] in Fig. 5b (brown). We see that at large quark masses, the dual formulation
results are similar to this.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

We find that the dual formulation of lattice QCD has a mild sign problem, thus allowing for
calculations at finite baryon density. The baryon mass, nuclear transition and nuclear interaction
was found for different quark masses at 0)=0.125. The nuclear interaction tends to zero when the
quark mass is large. The results found from dual formulation have a small discrepancy with the
mean field theory predictions. At large quark masses, the dual formulation results agree with the
3-dim. effective theory [4] based on hopping parameter expansion.
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We plan to find the baryonmass and the nuclear interaction after including the gauge corrections
in the Dual formulation. This is already done for small quark masses and we plan to extend it for
large quark masses. We also plan to extend the simulations to two-flavor QCD using the continuous
time limit.
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